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Hey. Not exactly in the mood to write recently.

The song is Lost & Found - Jorja Smith [it kinda fits with the whole concept of

the story]

Not a notice today.

On with the chapter 🐝

(Can we talk about how fat the bee emoji is XD) a6

*****

Emilia POV

Cold and lonely, I stand in the centre of the kitchen with an entire pack of

birthday cake Oreos in my hands just looking out of the window. a4

Something I noticed about England, it was always dark, even throughout the

day, it held a mysterious and dark tone to it. It really did set the scene for a

murder mystery, sure it was light, but it always held a gloomy grey tone

underneath it. a1

Gert and Tiana hadn't come home yet, I presumed they were staying

somewhere else. Mia and Luci said they would visit o en to check up. They

said they would every two days, Cassidy and his friends went home. And the

only people that stayed were Alvaro and Piero. Nonna and Tracey went back

to Italy where most of their family is.

It was two days a er Christmas, I couldn't expect everyone to stay.

"Did you get taller or something? The last I saw of you, you were really short,"

Alvaro measures my height against his shoulders. Come to think of it, the rat

was actually right for once, my trousers were getting quite short now, I'd

have to ask my brothers to buy me some new ones.

In the past few months, I must've grown a few inches, and I'm proud actually.a1

"I'll take that as a compliment."

"You should, anything I say should be taken as a compliment," he gives me

an approving look.

"So when you and the other rat were pushing women down, I should take

that as a compliment? Nice to know where I stand," I play it o  like I wasn't

bothered when I actually was feeling agitated. I sounded unfazed and didn't

show any reaction.

"About that. No regrets. But I do however, owe you an apology, I know it's

been a while since I've seen you, but I think we shouldn't live in the past," his

voice lowers and so ens.

"So is that an apology? Because it wasn't a good one. Don't say no regrets yet

apologise for what you did."

"Yes. It was an apology."

"So where are the words 'sorry?' That's usually a key word when you're

apologising to someone you've wronged," I give a pointed look.

"I'm sorry."

"Okay, I'm cold now, your presence gives me the chills," I say completely

avoiding his apology, it really means nothing to me.

Walking out of the room, I go on the hunt for a blanket to wrap myself in,

there was the internal heating - which was always on - but even then it was

still frosty to the touch. I think the house was so big that none of the heat

really stayed in.

I find a light blanket which I tie around my shoulders with a hair tie, securing

it in place.

"Can I use your phone?" I mention just as I was about to bump into Elijah, he

was sceptical for a moment before he squints and slides his mobile into my

palm.

I thought I should finish o  my 'tasks' or 'mission' o  from the other night.

Maybe call the last few numbers in search of the mystery person. So I'm

looking for a person that knows something about a package and money.

How hard can that be to find? Surely not too di icult. a2

I have a rough idea on who I am looking for, maybe they'll say some key

words that link to this package or money. Perhaps they may even say

something about Alessandro.

"Sure, but I'll need it back in a few minutes," he le  me with his phone

unlocked and walked into the kitchen where Alvaro was stood drinking

co ee. a4

"Okay, I will," I sit my bottom on the steps and pull the number out of my

pocket. The last that I remember, we got up to the number six since the last

number scratched o . a1

The number rings a few times before someone picks up, that's when my

stomach dropped and I felt incredibly nervous.

On the phone...

"Hello?" I ask in a more mature voice.

"Yello?" A gru ly voice asks me, this might be the person I'm looking for.

"Can I help you," he says shorty a er. a2

"Oh, yes. Um I'm Alessandro Russo's assistant, I was asked to call you about

the package you sent him? You know anything about that?"

"Alessandro Russo? Isn't he that guy who owns the biggest business in

London?" He questions me.

"Uhh yes, that's him. You know anything about this package?" I say with

uncertainty.

"No. But I do know that he's a cruel dîck," he hu s sounding stressed. Bless

him, he's probably working or something and I just interrupted him.

"How so? I'm here strictly on business."

"Ask that to the people who he made redundant by buying all of the other

businesses. You know, I hate that guy solely for his business actions. Ask

them about why you're here in business," his voice spits with bitterness.

"Elaborate please," also I didn't know what the word redundant meant so I'll

have to search that up.

"He bought almost every high end business and low end business going, he

le  thousands of families redundant. Luckily that hasn't happened to my

family...yet. But tell him this, he's a horrible dîck and so is his worthless

father." a17

He cuts the line leaving me stunned and shocked, so he was familiar with

Alessandro but not in the way I thought. I really don't think that he was the

person who was involved with the package or whatever. I just think he hates

Alessandro just as much as everyone else does. Except from his work

relatives.

Going onto Google, I search the meaning of 'redundant' and figure out what

the guy was saying. a1

• BRITISH

(of a person) no longer employed because there is no more work available.

"eight permanent sta  were made redundant"

So Alessandro made families jobless? That's horrible!! He bought businesses

for his own profit making families su er. I was still so confused, I knew

Alessandro was selfish bu it I had no idea he was this selfish.

Feeling a surge of confidence cursing through my body, I decide to confront

him on this matter and ask him if he's just lonely or if he's just a dumb

cracker. a25

"Al?"

He was propped up against the island with a travel mug in his hand. He

looked at me with a smile but I wasn't having it. a5

"Yeah, bambina?"

I stop what I was saying, I shouldn't be doing this. If there is a chance of me

finding everything out, I need to build a case first, and questioning him about

one phone call would just ruin everything.

No doubt he would ask how I got the number, who I spoke to, and why I was

asking him and why I was even asking people about himself. That would

blow everything up. It would ruin everything.

I stutter at first before I recover myself, I can't be so stupid to let them know

I'm onto them. "Did you- uh. Sorry. Never mind."

"Tell me," he says jokingly with a smile lighting up his face.

"I was going to say, I like your tie," the thing is, he wasn't even wearing a tie

for me to compliment. "I mean your watch, it looks... subtle," yeah I was lying

to myself. a9

Nothing about these men were subtle, especially when you can smell the

money on them from a mile away. Rocking up in suits that cost more than

someone's monthly wage doesn't exactly scream 'I'm subtle' does it?

Sometimes I just wish they could use their money for good and donate some

money to charity.

Maybe they've donated something before, I'm no too sure if I'm honest. But

they really don't seem like the type that would willingly give up money

(unless it was for a family member) that could help other people.

"Thanks?" With that I le  the kitchen feeling relieved I didn't say anything,

though it did hurt me to even give him the slightest compliment a er what

he's done. a1

"Ahem," someone coughs stopping me in a fast tracks.

"What?" I tell them impatiently.

"That will be 'yes, Elijah' next time okay? And you have my phone, gimme,"

he gestures with his hand for me to come closer. That's a shame, I didn't even

get to finish my calls. a11

At this rate, I feel like the number was just a one time thing and that the

person who's used to own this number, now doesn't own it.

"Yes, omnipotent and benevolent Elijah," I mock with a passionate tone.

"Glad to know you think of me so highly," he gloats smirking with his brows

raised.

"Trust me, the bar is very low," I say bitterly and glaring at him. Slapping the

mobile back into his hand, I keep my eye contact with him for a short

moment before exiting. a8

"I find it hard to know when she's insulting me," I hear him say to Alvaro and

Alessandro. There was one person missing however, that was Tweedle-dee.

"She's always insulting you, get used to it," Alessandro laughs at him and

with a hand on his shoulder.

That's the last I heard of them before walked upstairs where it felt more

homely and humble without the walking bulldozers around.

In my entire time at this house, I've only been up to the balcony above the

front door once, twice if we're counting this time too. It was a beautiful sight

and a beautiful evening to match.

My elbows pressed against the rough stone that was dotted with specks of

black and grey. I leaned my body over the edge to look at the marbled pillars

that was holding this balcony up, I didn't feel very safe up here.

It was a gorgeous evening; blue and navy bloomed the sky with their

luminous specks of heavenly bodies scattering the field of unknown.

Taking a shape breath, I hold it for a moment before releasing the foggy and

smoke like breath that turned into rings.

"Hello," I turn around sharply to be met with an unwanted face in my vision.

"What do you want?" I spit with so much force he staggers back putting a

hand to his heart. Clearly he was being sarcastic. a3

"You wound me," he pities himself with a fake sob.

"Good, I hope it hurts."

He stands next to me and leans on the same ledge that I am, feeling repulsed,

I move away to the le  a few inches since he was on my right.

He doesn't make a sound for a few minutes, and I was glad too. It gave me a

chance to admire nature for its true beauty. When living in a metropolitan

city, it's hard to find the last traces of nature.

"You hate me don't you?"

"It's no secret that I loath and bane your existence. It's also no secret that I

want to push you over this balcony right now but the police sirens in the

distance advise me not to," I smile wickedly at the scenery.

"You scare me. A lot," he gives me a nervous chuckle.

"And you scare me. In fact your entire presence makes me feel contaminated

and endangered." a2

"How so?" He straightens his posture, squaring up in front of me.

"Let's take a replay what happened a few months ago. You're superior right?

That's funny," I sco  at him. a3

"Oh right. It's not exactly a reason to be scared of me though is it? I admit I

was wrong, so were your brothers but I'm admitting it now."

"You want a medal? And yes, I have every right to be frightened of a man who

doesn't believe in equality. Who knows what you'd do to me," I look him up

and down with a sour face. a2

"I deserved that-

"And you deserve a lot more."

"Yes. You're right. I deserve a lot of things and I know I do. But I came to ask

for your forgiveness," he holds his hand out for me. I not so politely decline. a1

"I'll accept your apology when I being buried six feet under. Remind me when

you come to my funeral. Resurrect me from the grave and beg me then.

Okay?" I blow him a kiss then walk away from the beautiful and stunning

scenery. a3

"Umm sure... stop saying stu  like that. You confuse me. I just wanted to ask

if you're okay? I know a few things might be confusing to you." a4

"If okay means losing my mind every time one of you lies to me then I'm

okay. Let's not forget about the fact that I'm still unsure about what

happened around a month ago where I remember nothing then yeah, I'm

feeling fûcking great!" I continue walking out of the balcony where I'm met

with a curious Blade who was clearly listening in.

"What?"

"Who put your panties in a twist?" He stands guard not allowing me to pass.

"Me this morning when I put them on." a25

I was feeling moody and maybe I did want to shove someone's head in the

pool, but it was manageable. It's just so frustrating to me how they continue

to lie and cover it up, but it's also hard trying to identify what's a lie and

what's the truth. I feel like I need just a little of something else to get me to

the answer.

Let's recap: the phone calls, the coded message (which I deciphered), the day

that I cannot fully remember, Felix's unknown reason as to why they hate my

family so much, the kidnapping which I almost forgot entirely about, the

smelling of pork which I now discovered was a corpse but let's not jump to

conclusions. Yes, I'm doing fan-FÛCKING-tastic. Thanks for asking. a2

"Where are you going? Why don't you ever forgive anyone. I've noticed that

about you, you never forgive anybody - you still haven't even forgiven me

when I apologised a week ago." He follows me a er I elbowed him in the

upper arm.

"No where," I take and few sharp turns trying to lose him from my trail," and

nobody deserves my forgiveness unless you truly regret what you did. You in

the other hand, think you can apologise and then everything will be

butterflies and kittens. I hate to break it to you, brother, that's not how

forgiveness works."

"Well Alessandro wants to speak to us all. Downstairs, right now so you're

coming with me," he pulls me back by my waist and pushes me in the correct

direction. I try to bite him but he wrestles me to the floor.

He pressed two firm, sharp elbows in the centre of my spine making me

cringe and howl in pain.

"Get... o ... of... me... you... dollop... of... poop!" I pant trying to crawl out

from underneath him. a5

"Stop biting. You're not two."

He places two hands on my shoulder blades keeping me close to the ground.

Slowly, he releases me and helps me up swi ly. a1

"Al needs to talk to us. Now come with me," he holds my hand the entire time

it takes for us to walk down and into the living room where Alessandro stands

with his hands behind him back.

"Stand next each other, and look at me," he commands us all, so we all stand

in a straight like like soldiers. Blade kept in glancing down at me with a

sinister smile playing on his expression, quite o en he would pinch me and

press his heel into my toes.

"Stop," I growl.

"Tomorrow, we will be going on a trip, correction - you, the twins and Blade

will be going on a trip - so tonight you'll need to get packed, okay?" He says

to me, the twins and Blade who were given no context and where we were

going.

"Why?" I say sharply.

"Because we have some... repairs being done for the next few days and there

will be high fumes. I don't want you to sleep through that, it can make you

very ill," he tells me graciously hoping I'd understand. a10

"Where're we going?" I was beyond frustrated, I didn't want go anywhere

whilst it was this cold. I'd rather stay toasted in my blanket which was slowly

falling from my shoulders.

"Camping," he throws me a cheesy smile, smirking at my dropped face. a11

"You can't be serious?" We all moan ms stomp our feet.

"Very much so, invite who you like, but Blade you're eighteen and I expect

you to be responsible for your siblings," Blade soon switches up from

frowning to grinning like a Cheshire Cat.

"Invite who we like? This is going to be fun," he snickers nudging Diego in the

arm, who didn't look too pleased.

Alessandro dismisses us with a pleased simper wrenching on his face. He

knew I didn't want to do this so that's probably why he was so pleased with

himself.

"Excuse me!" I wave my hands in front of his face.

"Yeah, bambina?"

"Don't you 'bambina!' It's like two degrees Celsius outside and you expect

me to go camping?!" I pull my fists to my hair.

"Exactly. Maybe it'll sort your attitude out. Actually come with me," he swi ly

clutches into my wrist pulling me along despite my protests. a2

I groan as he pulls me in his direction. I'd stopped walking a while ago, I was

just sliding on my socks.

He quickly takes me into the kitchen slamming the door shut. Maybe we can

leave the door open for my safety?

"Can I help you?" I fold my arms and lean on my hip.

"You can actually, that is if you're willing to help me. You don't seem to be in

the right mood for me to ask you something," he takes a tea bag out of the

pot and places it into a cup. He pours the pre-boiled water and pours it into

the cup.

"Tell me then. I don't have all day."

"I have a late shi  tonight, I'll be home at eleven-ish so I need you to run

upstairs and grab my brief case and blazer if you would?" He nods cordially

to the door and sips on his tea. At least he gave me permission to enter his

cave. a51

"Fine," I pull the door open and make my journey up to his bedroom, I

couldn't spend too long in there, but I was planning on searching through his

bag and maybe I'll find something else. a2

Clasping onto the cold handle, I give it a slight push and it reveals his

magnificent bedroom which is a chamber of secrets. So many lies and

mysteries are held captive in this room, and tonight I plan on giving it a deep

look.

If I'm lucky enough and have as much courage and confidence, I'll try have a

brief look at the sacred third floor.

Checking behind me once more, I carefully shut the door, cringing when it

made a creaking sound.

"Where do I start?" I murmur to myself taking in the vast room. I only had like

a minute, but I'm going to make the most of it. a1

Scanning the room, I search rapidly for the leather case. And when I find it, I

was extremely disappointed.

"Damn it," I curl my lips inwards and clench my fists.

It was just a laptop and many receipts from Starbucks. There was also a file

that really meant nothing to me, it was just about wages and other complex

shît I'll never understand.

Next I go by where all of his coats and blazers are search the deep pockets

but yet again, I'm disappointed and find empty gum wrappers. Lastly, I go

back to to the draws I once checked and I want to scream.

They were all padlocked this time with a chain looped through numerous

times through the handle. I couldn't even take a peek inside it was locked so

tight. He must've known I was searching for something else other than paper

the last time I was in here. a2

If this room holds no value for me, I'll just invite myself to the third floor and

see how he likes that. This desk was his personal desk and not his o ice. I'm

pretty sure she mentioned something about his o ice being upstairs. I'll just

wait until he leaves for work and sneak up here. a4

Taking one last look, I drape a random blazer over my arm and secure my

fingers around the brief case then make my way back down stairs where

Alessandro and Blade stand.

"I'm putting you in charge. Axel and Elijah won't be in. I'm counting on you,"

Al points at him and Blade nods showing his understanding.

His face lights up when he sees me; he grins and caresses my cheek just

before kissing my head.

"Thanks, bambina. Behave please. I'll be back in a few hours," I follow him to

the door and don't waste time shutting it behind him. a2

Discreetly, I sneak up the steps and check behind me every few seconds to

make sure no one was following me, then walk to the bottom of the third

floor steps. From down here, it looked extremely intimidating like a

mountain.

Closing my eyes tightly, I gulp and hesitantly take a the first step to my death.

*********** a3

I spent the next five minutes trying to get up the steps without making a

sound at all, since no one was up here too, it gave me an eerie and mystical

sense to it.

It was chilly too, the hair was frozen and pricked my skin like a wall of

needles. It felt like all eyes were on me at all time, every step that I took

someone was watching. So I thought. a2

I shu led to minimise my steps. A truck I lean weed living in an unstable - I

mean abusive - home is sliding across the floor to stop you from making a lot

of sound. It worked most of the time.

The first door which was on my le  was locked, no surprise there. It might

just be storage or something so I won't worry about that just yet.

This was the first I'd actually gone down this hall without anyone knowing,

and at least this time I won't break my ankle.

I try the next few door which did in fact open, but there was nothing but

empty suitcases and a few padded chairs. This was really boring. I wanted to

find something out; everything was locked or useless so nothing really

helped.

That was until the last two doors which were on one side of the hall, I still

had to investigate the other side of the floor yet, so I still have hope.

Creaking one open, I find the medical room, the one that I've been in

numerous times because of Blade, sorry not sorry.

Maybe there was something on the computer. It was unlikely but I can still try

even if it's completely cows shît.

"A password? Damn it," I bite my tongue and nip my palm with my nails.

Giving up, I search the file cabinet that was rested underneath the monitor

and computer.

"Mine?" I flick through the file that had my name in bold in a tab. It was just

photos of me from months ago and my injuries, not just the ones Blade

caused, but the ones Shawn printed on me.

There was many pictures of me in my old school uniform too. This hurt

because they knew I existed - all of them knew the situation I was in - yet

none of them did anything to help me.

Words and messy handwriting made it hard for me to identify what it was

actually saying, most of it was just describing my injuries and how minor and

major they were.

"They're crazy," I whisper to myself flicking through more and more images

of scars and wounds of myself. This looked lore like an autopsy report - like I

was dead - rather than identifying a few cuts and burns.

I place that to the side and open up Blade's file since it was the one next to

my file. Oh to see without my eyes.

There was a gunshot wound that was written in this file which dated back to

two years ago when he was around fi een or sixteen. It was located on his

right shoulder blade and it was fresh and blooded. Supposedly, the 9mm

ammo was used to pierce his shoulder. a3

Not quite sure what kind of bullet that is but I'll do some research.

Something else I'd also noticed, in comparison to the others, Blade's file was

probably the largest. a1

However, there was many other files that belonged to people I didn't know.

There was a few people that sounded familiar to me like Gauge, Alvaro and

Piero. Derek was another file, I've heard of them but I can't really remember

much of them. Marco was in here too. It felt strange talking about him when I

never knew him, I just knew he was a narcissistic chauvinist.

Come to think of it, most of the men I was surrounded by were chauvinistic,

misogynistic narcissists. Not the environment I'd like to be surrounded by

but it is what it is.

The sharp ring of the telephone beside the computer awakes me from my

daydream and I begin to panic for short minute. I hastily shive and pile

everything back into the folders not caring that they're messy and slam the

drawer shut.

The phone doesn't stop, it continuously vibrates in its space. My body stays

still for a moment, I'm not really sure what to do. That is until I build up the

courage and pick up the phone. a24

"H-hello?" I squeak out anxiously.

"Axel?! I've been trying to call you for the last time minutes," he man shouts

breathlessly.

I slam the phone back down ending the call, I just messed up. What if this

guys tells Axel someone answered the phone and then he finds out it was

me?! I'm going to die, I'm going to die. a1

Heart pounding against my ribs cage, my breaths pace and pump through my

lungs as I wipe the nonexistent sweat from my brows.

"Shît," I curse walking around in circles. I open the door up again agonisingly

slowly and check both le  and right for anyone around. When the coast is

clear, I dash down the corridor and down the steps trailing my hand across

the railings.

"I'm dead. I'm dead. I'm dead," I run as a fast as lightning in my tippy toes. a5

My blood runs cold when I see Blade approaching me from down the hall, it

look awfully suspicious since I was only a few meters away from the steps.

"Where have you been? You need to get packing," he takes a look between

me and the stairs and raises his brows.

"Did you go up there?"

"What? No," I lie trying to laugh it o .

"Don't lie to me, you've done a lot of that lately. Did you go up there?" He

asks in a more intimidating and scary voice. a6

"Well... no."

"Why did you pause? I can tell when you're lying to me. Why did you go up

there. It's one of the key rules, Emilia!" He raises his voice backing me up

against a wall.

"I-I uhh. I just wanted to call someone," it was the best thing I could think of,

and I wasn't technically lying. I did use the phone, but only for a split second.

"Why didn't you just use mine? C'mon, I know you're dumb but this is

horrendous," he sco s rolling his eyes.

"Because you'd shout at me. Like you always do. Then you get angry and

hurt me," I tell him honestly this time. Whenever I did want to talk to him he

was always moody. a1

He frowns looking away guiltily at the floor, it truly wasn't my intentions to

make his feel that way. But I can't lie and say he doesn't make me panic

every time I do something wrong.

"I'm sorry. I didn't think about that," he walks closer to me and hugs me

sweetly as I stand there sti  and unable to move.

"Let's get you packed then," he slides his hand in mine and takes me to my

room to help I guess.

************

"Bambina," I feel hands shake my shoulders lightly. My eyes flutter open and

I see Alessandro looming over my tired body.

I groan, twisting on my stomach with the covers yanked over my head to

protect me from the small amount of light emitting through the curtains.

He laughs and pulls the covers from the bed fully and dropping it on the floor

for it to only get trampled on my his shoes.

If you're going to spend a lot of money on shoes at least make them look like

they're nice and not weird. Some people spend money on shoes of them to

look bad. Money well wasted.

"Felix and Rain are downstairs," their names perk my ears and I shoot up

straight. I switch on my phone to see all my alarms were missed and

snoozed, it was 6:30 in the morning so it's understandable. Why on Earth was

he waking me up so early?!

"Why're they here?" I say panicking crawling out of bed losing my balance for

a moment but I quickly steady myself up against Alessandro.

"You asked me to call them last night... remember? Either way, get ready,

they're downstairs and waiting for you," he opens my closet throwing a pair

of dark joggers and a large hoodie my way. Today was the day where you

definitely needed joggers.

Jeans in cold weather felt wrong, it makes the jeans feel damp and wet when

really they're just cold. It's like a second skin. Weirdly enough, leggings seem

more suitable for winter than jeans, maybe because they're comfy and can

stretch to your body size. Love that.

Also when did I tell him to call their parents? I don't even remember what

happened at all yesterday apart from Blade helping me pack a ridiculous

amount of clothes. a6

I twist the knob to the shower and let it heat up and gather my toiletries

together and pull a towel o  of the rack.

When I get out of the shower, I didn't even attempt to dry my hair at all, I just

squeezed it with a towel until it turned into a stringy consistency.

"Took your time," I exit to find Felix admiring my dusty sketchbook that I

haven't opened in a while, painting is what I was interested in at the

moment.

"And who gave you consent to look through that?" I snatch it from his hands

with a smirk on my face. a1

"You're amazing."

"As if you already have to tell me that, I know I'm amazing," I place a warm

hand on my heart.

"Easy there, miss cocky," Felix laughs following me around the room like a

dog. Speaking of, where was Neon? I hadn't seen him recently.

In the past few days, Diego did take a liking in Neon by walking him and

playing with him whenever I wasn't. Neon was probably the with him.

"Where's Rain?" I ignore his last comment in search of Rain.

"Luca insisted that she tried his crepes, I on the other hand managed to

escape just in time. Let's say I've heard bad reviews from his cooking," Felix

chuckles playing with the transparent curtains around my bed. a17

"That's not going to end well," I mumble to myself searching for my boots. I

couldn't find the other black Doc, I only had a burgundy red one and a black

one.

I'll have to make it work. Am I really going camping with odd shoes on? Yes,

yes I am because I'm too lazy to search for the matching ones.

I made it work though, they looked okay mixed up if I do say so myself.

"Please tell me you aren't going out like that," he points to my shoes and a

humorous manner.

"Duh... obviously."

"Whatever you say," he shakes his head grasping a hand onto my bags before

I have the chance to.

Felix might piss my brothers o  and have this huge grudge against them - in

which he won't tell me why - but I do love him to the deepest depths of my

heart. He's a gentleman, who is sweet and kindred.

"She arrives... finally," Diego stands up looking like a hiker with his boots on,

cargos, windbreaker and a beanie. I didn't really look like I was suited for

comparing in comparison to these guys, I was going to freeze my toes o  out

there.

"We've been ready for the past hour," Luca tells sounding frustrated. He was

dressed in a similar attire to Diego, just that his clothes were more fun and

colourful.

"It's not my fault, I was sleeping," I snatch the half eaten slice of toast that

was on Diego's plate and shove it in my mouth.

"Is Cass coming?" I look up at Diego who nods yes finishing his black tea. a1

"Yeah they're all finding their own way there. I think their parents are taking

them," he says unsurely.

"'Them?'" Felix repeats a er him adding a shocked tone to his voice. a1

"Yes, they're all coming. Is there a problem with that?" Diego confronts him

with a light tone. It was obvious there was some tension between them, no

doubt it was caused by myself ever since I stayed at Felix's that week. I

needed it though.

Felix shakes his head no, not bothering to make eye contact with Diego like

he was trapped in a cage of boredom.

"You ready?" Blade jumps down the steps into the kitchen. I see Rain sti en

when she sees him, she looked scared and frightened so she stood up and

walked closer me but more so Alessandro since Blade was stood right behind

her.

Something wasn't right, it made me wonder, did everyone fear Blade? I know

Rain did, I could see how her face turned blue when she saw him, you could

even see how her chest heaved up at a quicker pace. I wasn't the only one

who noticed this, Alessandro did too.

"Actually Blade, I'll be taking Rain and Luca if you don't mind-

"Why me?" Luca interferes with an open mouth like he was going to whine.

"Because you don't shut up and you always complain that Blade hits you. If

anything I'm saving you," Al grits out to Luca who was pouting like a baby.

"You little snitch," Blade leans over the island in attempt to pull on Luca who

was staring at him wide eyed.

"And... that's exactly why these two will be coming with me," Alessandro

walks to Blade and pulls him back. He really was the violent type wasn't he?

"And her," he points to Rain who stood still like an innocent deer in the road.

"I... uhhh," she stammers not funding the correct words to spill. Just say you

hate him, we all hate him anyways so it'll make no di erence.

"She doesn't like air fresheners. And you have like fi y hanging from your

mirror," Alessandro stands up for her with a pathetic excuse.

I see Rain's face turn back to the natural way it was before a er she was let

o  of the hook.

"Cool, I don't really care," Blade pulls a quick cheesy smile and swiping the

keys from the hook for his car.

Shoot me now. This is going to dread so hard I'm probably going to die of the

lack of entertainment.

"Hurry up!" Blade shouts from the exit.

***********

We'd set o  on the road like five minutes ago; Blade and Diego sat in the front

with a low pound of the radio in the car. It was just at the right volume where

it wasn't too loud, but it was relaxing.

Especially morning drives when it's cold and dark where it gives the eerie of

night. Night drives feel so right and wrong at the same time. The wrong part

being that you're all alone at night with gives me the uncomfortable feeling

but the great part is where you can relax and feel free since no one is around. a1

"How long?" Felix breaks the silence.

"How long is a piece of string?" Blade responds in a dumbfounded tone. a11

"I don't know," Felix's brows crease into a straight line.

"That's your answer," he says in the same nonchalant voice he did before. a8

Blade twists the dial to turn up the music a little bit more and then beings to

tap his thumb in the steering wheel, making a drum to the beat of the music.

Since tra ic was so bad because all of the adults were going to work, we

didn't move much, just a few inches every minute which was paining me. I

wasn't the most patient type - I hated anything was super slow just like this.

I turn my head to the side, away from the window, and stare at Felix's face in

depth. He was truly gorgeous, and I'm not trying to be a creep because

there's nothing wrong I'm admitting someone is beautiful, but Felix really

was. a3

Hear me out, he was attractive. I'm not saying I'm attracted to him, I'm just

saying he's undeniably dazzling and angelic. Ethereal even. If he wasn't my

friend I'd be crushing on him, but that's what Lucifer is for right? a9

To say he was so young, he could pass o  as someone the same age as Diego

and Luca. Meanwhile I still look like and undercooked chicken that hasn't

bloomed yet. My time will come, and I'll wait. But all I have to say is hurry the

fûck up. I want to look older. a2

Something I noticed about Felix, was that he had very striking features - high

cheekbones, sharp jaw that could cut through anything, long and luscious

eyelashes and the perfect plump lips.

"You okay? You seem to be in a daydream," Felix snaps his fingers in front of

my face pulling me back to reality. I wanted to stay in the blissful dream a

little while longer.

"Oh! Yeah I'm fine," I blush, the feeling of warmth spreading to my cheeks

was so foreign in these frigid weather conditions.

"I saw that," Blade grumbles, glaring at me through the rear mirror. I gulp

nodding at him.

"Saw what? Your integrity fly out of the window?" Felix laughs to himself, I

wanted to chuckle with him but Blade already seemed to be irritated by

Felix's presence. a1

"Don't think I won't beat you until you're begging for air... because I will and

when I do you'll regret it," he dares through his grinding teeth. He needs to go

to the dentist, he tends to grind his teeth way to o en if you ask me.

"I call it bullshît," he tempts Blade.

"I'll call your mum," Blade teases him with a phone that he was gripping in

his hand, he waved it in front of his face.

"Call her, she's a work doing an eight hour shi  trying to earn money a er

losing her job from the company your brother bought. But that's fine," Felix's

deep laugh matched the now depressing tone in the car was. a33

"They weren't lying," I whisper to myself referring back to the phone call I

had with that man. Is this why he hated my brother? It must be something

deeper than that, this is public information, anyone could know about the

companies he bought. There is definitely something a lot deeper under the

surfaces and I want to find out what.

"Stop arguing for once," Diego moans smacking his head hard against the

window leaving a smidge from his forehead.

"Sorry," Felix and Blade both mumbled at the same time.

"Great, now shut up, I'm trying to have a peaceful nap without you nitwits

chirping in my ear about our families. I. Don't. Care!" Diego claps between his

words. a8

He did make a great point, we were supposed to be having an enjoyable time

going to the camp site but instead we were arguing once again like nonstop.

My eyes shut tightly as I lean my head against the seatbelt listening to the

small rumbles of the engine in the back ground that slowly blends into the

so  music.

If only it could be peaceful like this all the time, I might not be so screwed in

the head.

I'll love you forever, and until the day I burn. Mama, I'll see you sooner than I

thought. a33

***********

Question:

• How are you?

• who's your hero?

• what motivates you?

• your biggest fear? a69

Love you, XOXO, Demi 💍💋

Sorry for any errors, it's pretty late :(

[7002 words in this chapter. I hope you enjoyed this even though it's

pretty boring in my opinion :)]

p.s did I tel you I love you yet? Because I do 💛 a4
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